DONOR RECOGNITION AND TRIBUTE OPPORTUNITIES

Circle of Dedication  $5,000,000 and above
Circle of Commitment  $1,000,000
Circle of Valor  $500,000
Circle of Hope  $250,000
Circle of Spirit  $100,000
Circle of Courage  $50,000
Circle of Strength  $25,000
Circle of Care  $5,000

The Campaign for Care and a Cure provides essential support for The Golden West Chapter’s three mission critical priorities, Care Services, Research and Public Policy. Gifts to the Campaign for Care and a Cure can be designated as unrestricted or restricted to support a specific service or program.

All gifts to the Campaign for Care and a Cure can be dedicated in honor or in memory of a loved one. Gifts can be used to establish a named fund in support of the Chapter and its programs. All gifts to the Campaign for Care and a Cure are tax deductible to the full extent of the law.

Appropriate donor recognition will be provided for gifts to the Campaign for Care and a Cure including:
• Recognition on Chapter Donor Honor Roll*
• Promise Fund Online Tribute*
• Newsletter and Annual Report Recognition
• Advanced notification of special VIP admission to exclusive Chapter events
• Special Campaign for Care and a Cure lapel pin

Donor Honor Roll
The Golden West Chapter wishes to publicly recognize the generosity and enduring gifts of those who make the success of the Campaign for Care and a Cure possible. All donors will have their names listed in selected publications and signage, unless a donor opts to remain anonymous.

*Donor Honor Roll recognition provided at completion of one-time gift or 20% completion of multi-year commitment.

Promise Fund Online Tribute
The ALS Promise Fund was created for all who know the heartache of this disease and who come together to contribute their stories, their memories, and make their promise to defeat ALS. We honor and celebrate those on the front lines of this disease people living with ALS, individuals who provide care and support, and the clinicians and scientists dedicated to treating and ultimately curing ALS. With a Promise Fund online tribute you can share your family’s story, your photos, videos, and create a spoken remembrance. Your page on the ALS Promise Fund website at www.alspromise.org will be a permanent tribute.

* Requires minimum total gift of $25,000 (payable over a period of five years).

Naming Opportunities
In addition to naming opportunities related to tribute funds, the Chapter has a number of programmatic and regional naming opportunities available related to our mission priorities: Care Services, Research and Public Policy. Please contact Cherryl Goldstein, Director of Development, at 818-865-8067 x243 or cgoldstein@alsagoldenwest.org for more information.